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Times Tables 
The children have been working really hard on their times tables and are getting much 
quicker. Well done!  
I have put a times table quiz in the homework book this week with a mix of 2,3,4,10 
times tables. Challenge: you could get an adult to time you and see how fast you can 
answer them! 

Maths 
This week we have been looking at the column method for addition. Choose a star level 
and have a go at the sums below it. REMEMBER: we always add the ones first, then tens, 
then hundreds. Also, 3 star, think about which columns the digits need to sit in: 
 
 
453 + 121    532 + 435     564 + 35 
693 + 202    273 + 526     416 + 82 
264 + 113    583 + 416     482 + 317 
571 + 111    503 + 484     323 + 406 
183 + 412    371 + 427     748 + 51 
 

 CHALLENGE: 418 + 214  567 + 317   573 + 118 

Spellings 
This week the spelling rule is words with the ‘k’ sound but spelt with ‘ch’. 

School 
Character 

Chord 
Stomach 
Chaos 

Don’t forget your 5 other year 3/4 words! 

RE 
The children had a fabulous time being creators at the end of last week and making new from rubbish. 
We discussed how this could link to God’s creation but also Laudato Si as we were recycling and 
reusing. 

English 
This week we have been looking at the plot of different stories. We have talked about there being 4 
events in the plot and there being a trigger (something happens) in the first paragraph and then a 
resolution (how it is sorted) in the fourth paragraph.  
Your challenge is to break down the story of Little Red Riding Hood into those four plot paragraphs.  
Think about: 

- What is the problem- what happens? 
- Two events in the middle 
- And a resolution. What happens to solve the problem? Who helps? 

 

 


